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VoiSmart Fax Software Version - 2 channels
(FX-0700-03-SW02C)

Product Name: VoiSmart Fax Software Version - 2 channels (FX-0700-03-SW02C)

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: -

VoiSmart Fax Server with 50 channel licences (FX-0700-02-HW50C)
This is a software platform that allows a PC to act as a Fax Server. By installing the software onto
a PC, users will have access to a GUI which allows them to configure settings that would
otherwise be found only in the hardware VoiSmart Fax Server.
The VoiSmart FaxServer is the easiest way to manage, deliver, store, record faxes directly from
the end users' PC. Through a simple web interface, each user can send or receive fax, decide
whether to get them via mail or not and define how and where to store them. VoiSmart FaxServer
allows any organization to save money otherwise spent in cartridge, paper, expensive hardware
and IT maintenance, moreover it allows increasing efficiency and productivity due to the fact that
users don't have to waste time moving to and from fax machines and waiting to the fax to be sent.
VoiSmart FaxServer is a powerful solution for confidential documents, as each fax is addressed
directly to the receiver and it cannot be missed or changed, but if some faxes need to be shared
within an office, they can be addressed to specific groups. VoiSmart FaxServer can be used for
direct marketing purposes by scheduling delivery time and number of attempts. The FDR
functionality shows the result of the fax activity detailing the statistics and the outcome of each
sending.
VoiSmart FaxServer is a powerful solution, which can manage up to 120 simultaneous faxes
(depending on the hardware), with a scalable structure that easily adds fax capability to new
applications and infrastructure according to the organization growth. Moreover it's fully integrated
with the Voip Technology: using the T38 real time fax protocol, it guarantees an outstanding level
of communication and the cost saving features of the Voip network. T.38 protocol can relay fax
even on noisy and jittery lines, where standard G.711 fax passthrough fails.
This software platform supports up to 50 channels, licences for 2 channels are included in this
model. (FX-0700-03-SW02C)  Additional licences can be purchased here .
Main Highlights
&bull;	Intuitive and user friendly interface
&bull;	Full access through Web browser.
&bull;	Multiple languages availabile
&bull;	Unified environment customizable at single user level
&bull;	Easy setup
&bull;	Full access to Fax server set-ups and configuration
&bull;	Full FDR
&bull;	FDR data export in CSV format

Price: £765.00
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